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ABSTRACT 
The Internet of Things (IoT) is a concept which is outcome of the merged field of computer science and electronics. IoT 
describes how everyday life objects will interact and communicate with other objects over the internet. In IoT objects are 
equipped with microcontroller and sensor devices and various software application and suitable protocol stack enable them to 
talk to other objects. The objects in IoT can be any ‘thing’such as people, devices, animal, building, vehicle or any physical 
thing which is part of our daily life. IoT is everything-to-everything communication. In general IoT can be described as a 
combination of Sensors, Connectivity and People & Processes. IoT combines smart devices with smart services to create 
compound applications for example intelligent transportation, smart cities, smart healthcare, smart home, smart building, 
digital farm, smart agricultural etc. IoT delivers on demand real-time services and assists in saving time, resources and even 
manpower. This comprehensive literature review explores the impact of IoT technology in several fields. 
Keywords: Internet of Things, IoT, GPS, GSM, Cloud Storage, Tracking System. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Internet of Things (IoT) is an important topicin technology industry, policy, and engineering circlesand has 
become headline news in both the specialtypress and the popular media. This technology is embodied in a wide 
spectrum of networkedproducts, systems, and sensors, which take advantage ofadvancements in computing power, 
electronics miniaturization,and network interconnections to offer new capabilities notpreviously possible. An 
abundance of conferences, reports,and news articles discuss and debate the prospective impactof the “IoT revolution”—
from new market opportunities andbusiness models to concerns about security, privacy, andtechnical 
interoperability.The large-scale implementation of IoT devicespromises to transform many aspects of the waywe live. 
For consumers, new IoT products likeInternet-enabled appliances, home automationcomponents, and energy 
management devicesare moving us toward a vision of the “smarthome’’, offering more security and 
energyefficiency.Other personal IoT devices likewearable fitness and health monitoring devicesand network-enabled 
medical devices aretransforming the way healthcare services aredelivered. This technology promises to bebeneficial for 
people with disabilities and theelderly, enabling improved levels of independenceand quality of life at a reasonable cost 
[1].IoTsystems like networked vehicles, intelligent trafficsystems, and sensors embedded in roads andbridges move us 
closer to the idea of “smartcities’’, which help minimize congestion and energy consumption. IoTtechnology offers 
thepossibility to transform agriculture, industry, andenergy production and distribution by increasingthe availability of 
information along the valuechain of production using networked sensors.However, IoT raises many issues and 
challengesthat need to be considered and addressed inorder for potential benefits to be realized.A number of companies 
and researchorganizations have offered a wide range ofprojections about the potential impact of IoT on the Internet and 
the economy during the nextfive to ten years. Cisco, for example, projectsmore than 24 billion Internet–connected 
objectsby 2019 [2]. Morgan Stanley, however, projects75 billion networked devices by 2020[3]. Lookingout further and 
raising the stakes higher,Huawei forecasts 100 billion IoT connections by2025 [4].  McKinsey Global Institute suggests 
thatthe financial impact of IoT on the global economymay be as much as $3.9 to $11.1 trillion by 2025[5]. While the 
variability in predictions makes anyspecific number questionable, collectively theypaint a picture of significant 
growthand influence.Some observers see the IoT as a revolutionaryfully–interconnected “smart” world of 
progress,efficiency, and opportunity, with the potential foradding billions in value to industry and the globaleconomy 
[6].Others warn that the IoT represents a darker world of surveillance, privacy and securityviolations, and consumer 
lock–in. News headlinesabout the hacking of Internet-connectedautomobiles [7],surveillance concerns stemmingfrom 
voice recognition features in “smart” TVs [8],and privacy fears stemming from the potentialmisuse of IoT data[9]have 
captured public attention.This “promise vs. peril” debate along with aninflux of information though popular media 
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andmarketing can make the IoT a complex topicto understand.Fundamentally, the Internet Society cares aboutthe IoT 
as it represents a growing aspect ofhow people and institutions are likely to interactwith the Internet in their personal, 
social, andeconomic lives. If even modest projections are correct, an explosion of IoTapplications couldpresent a 
fundamental shift in how users engagewith and are impacted by the Internet, raisingnew issues and different 
dimensions of existingchallenges across user/consumer concerns,technology, policy and law. IoT also will likely 
havevarying consequences in different economies andregions, bringing a diverse set of opportunitiesand challenges 
across the globe.This overview document is designed to help theInternet Society community navigate the 
dialoguesurrounding the Internet of Things in light of thecompeting predictions about its promises andperils. It 
provides a high-level overview of thebasics of IoT and some of the key issues andquestions that this technology raises 
from theperspective of the Internet Society and the corevalues we promote [10]. 
 
1.1INTERNET OF THINGS 
The Internet of Things (IoT) is what happens when everyday ordinary objects have inter-connected microchips inside 
them. These microchips help not only keep track of other objects, but many of these devices sense their surrounding 
and report it to other machines as well as to the humans. Also called M2M, standing for Machine to Machine, Machine 
to Man, Man to Machine or Machine to Mobile, the IoT intelligently connects humans, devices and systems, (Internet 
of Things in 2020, 2008)[11]. Analysts describe two distinct modes of communication in the IoT: thing to person and 
thing-to-thing communication. Thing-to-person and person-to-thing communications encompass a number of 
technologies and applications, wherein people interact with things and vice versa, including remote access to objects by 
humans, and objects that continuously report their status, whereabouts and sensor data. Thing-to thing communications 
encompasses technologies and applications wherein everyday objects and infrastructure interact with the human. 
Objects can monitor other objects, take corrective actions and notify or prompt humans as required.  
The following are examples on applications of IoT in real life. The emergence of applications of sensor networks has 
room for adoption by law enforcement, military, border patrol, customs, etc. Vibration sensors distributed along 
national borders form an effective virtual fence. From real time monitoring of water quality in the ocean through 
sensors connected to a buoy that sends information via the General Packet Radio Services (GPRS) network, to the 
monitoring of goods being shipped around the world, and smart power grids that create conditions for more rational 
production planning and consumption can all be achieved via microchips implanted in objects that communicate with 
each other. Retailers tag individual objects using radio frequency identifiers (RFID) to solve many problems all at once: 
accurate inventorying, loss control and the ability to support un-attended walk-through point-of-sale terminals. 
Innovation in logistics allows improving efficiency of processes. The warehouse becomes completely automatic with 
items being checked in and out and orders automatically passed to suppliers. Items in transit make intelligent decisions 
on routing based on information received via readers or positioning systems. Utility meters rely on machine-to-machine 
communications, eliminating the need for a human meter reader and allow fully-automated billing. Weather 
forecasting infrastructure collaborates with in-ground sensors and irrigation-control software. The irrigation system 
engages, based on intelligent decisions involving the level of moisture in the soil and the likelihood of precipitation. 
Roadside sensors detect the flow of cars that have RFID-based toll collection tags and provide traffic reports. A variety 
of things can report their location to owners including keys, wallets, eyeglasses, jewellery and tools. Some applications 
related to the IoT aren’t new: toll collection tags, security access key cards, devices to track stolen cars and various 
types of identity tags for retail goods and livestock. Other monitoring and tracking systems have more business uses 
such as solving or averting problems like sending a cell-phone alert to drivers that traffic is backed up at a particular 
exit ramp, and increasing efficiencies such as enabling a utility to remotely switch off an electric meter in a just-vacated 
apartment.  
The IoT in 2020: roadmap for the future (2008) defines the IoT as “things having identities and virtual personalities, 
operating in smart spaces using intelligent interfaces to connect and communicate within social, environmental and 
user contexts”.  
CASAGRAS defines the IoT as [12]: “A global network infrastructure, linking physical and virtual objects through the 
exploitation of data capture and communication capabilities. This infrastructure includes existing and evolving Internet 
and network developments. It will offer specific object-identification, sensor and connection capability as the basis for 
development of independent federated services and applications. These will be characterised by a high degree of 
autonomous data capture, event transfer, network connectivity and interoperability”.  
Semantically, the IoT means “A world-wide network of interconnected objects, uniquely addressable, based on standard 
communication protocols” [11]. 
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The term “Internet of Things” (IoT) was first used in1999 by British technology pioneer Kevin Ashton todescribe a 
system in which objects in the physicalworld could be connected to the Internet by sensors. Ashton coined the term to 
illustrate the power ofconnecting Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID)tags[13] used in corporate supply chains to the 
Internetin order to count and track goods without the need for humanintervention. Today, the Internet of Things has 
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become a popularterm for describing scenarios in which Internet connectivity andcomputing capability extend to a 
variety of objects, devices,sensors, and everyday items.While the term “Internet of Things” is relativelynew, the concept 
of combining computers andnetworks to monitor and control devices hasbeen around for decades. By the late 1970s,for 
example, systems for remotely monitoringmeters on the electrical grid via telephonelines were already in commercial 
use[14].In the1990s, advances in wireless technology allowed“machine–to–machine” (M2M) enterprise andindustrial 
solutions for equipment monitoring andoperation to become widespread. Many of theseearly M2M solutions, however, 
were based onclosed purpose–built networks and proprietaryor industry–specific standards[15],rather thanon Internet 
Protocol (IP)–based networks andInternet standards.Using IP to connect devices other thancomputers to the Internet is 
not a new idea. Thefirst Internet “device” an IP–enabled toaster thatcould be turned on and off over the Internet 
wasfeatured at an Internet conference in 1990.Overthe next several years, other “things” were IP– enabled, including a 
soda machine [17] at Carnegie Mellon University in the US and a coffee pot [18]inthe Trojan Room at the University of 
Cambridgein the UK (which remained Internet–connected 
until 2001). From these whimsical beginnings,a robust field of research and development into“smart object 
networking”[19]helped create thefoundation for today’s Internet of Things.If the idea of connecting objects to each 
otherand to the Internet is not new, it is reasonableto ask, “Why is the Internet of Things a newlypopular topic 
today?”From a broad perspective, the confluence ofseveral technology and market trends[20]ismaking it possible to 
interconnect more andsmaller devices cheaply and easily.Many organizations have developed theirown taxonomies and 
categorizations of IoTapplications and use cases. For example,“Industrial IoT’’ is a term widely used bycompanies and 
associations to describe IoTapplications related to the production of goodsand services, including in manufacturing 
andutilities[21].Others discuss IoT by device type, such as wearable’s[22]and appliances[23].Still othersfocus on IoT in 
the context of integrated locationbasedimplementations such as “smart homes”or “smart cities’’ [24].Whatever the 
application, it isclear that IoT use cases could extend to nearlyevery aspect of our lives.As the number of Internet-
connected devicesgrows, the amount of traffic they generate is expected to rise significantly. For example, 
Ciscoestimates that Internet traffic generated bynon-PC devices will rise from 40% in 2014 to justunder 70% in 
2019[25]. Cisco also forecasts thatthe number of “Machine to Machine” (“M2M”)connections (including in industrial, 
home,healthcare, automotive, and other IoT verticals)will rise from 24% of all connected devices in2014 to 43% in 
2019.One implication of these trends is that over thenext ten years we could see a shift in the popularnotion of what it 
means to be “on the Internet’’.As MIT Professor Neil Gershenfied noted,“…[T]he rapid growth of the World Wide 
Webmay have been just the trigger charge that is nowsetting off the real explosion, as things start touse the Net’’[26].In 
the popular mindset, the World Wide Webhas almost become synonymous with theInternet itself. Web technologies 
facilitate mostinteractions between people and content, makingit a defining characteristic of the current Internet 
experience. The Web based experience is largelycharacterized by the active engagement of usersdownloading and 
generating content throughcomputers and smartphones. If the growthprojections about IoT become reality, we may seea 
shift towards more passive Internet interactionby users with objects such as car components,home appliances and self-
monitoring devices;these devices send and receive data on the user’s behalf, with little human intervention oreven 
awareness.IoT may force a shift in thinking if the mostcommon interaction with the Internet—andthe data derived and 
exchanged from thatinteraction—comes from passive engagementwith connected objects in the broaderenvironment. 
The potential realization of thisoutcome—a “hyperconnected world”—is atestament to the general-purpose nature ofthe 
Internet architecture, which does not placeinherent limitations on the applications orservices that can make use of the 
technology[27]. 
The cloud concept that has recently become the technological hot topic, is actually veryold. It has roots dating back to 
the 1950’s and 1960’s. Computer scientist John McCarthy hasbeen credited as one of the founding fathers of the cloud 
computing concept.In 1961, he was the first to publicly suggest (in a speech given to celebrate MIT'scentennial) that 
computer time-sharing technology might lead to a future in which computingpower and even specific applications 
could be sold through the utility business model(like water or electricity). This idea of a computer or information utility 
was very popular in thelate 1960s, but faded by the mid-1990s. However, since 2000, the idea has resurfaced in 
newforms (see application service provider, grid computing, and cloud computing.) [48].A fellow computer scientist, 
J.C.R. Licklider, is also credited as one of the foundingoriginators of the cloud concept. The idea of an "intergalactic 
computer network" was introducedin the sixties by J.C.R. Licklider, who was responsible for enabling the development 
of ARPANET (Advanced Research Projects Agency Network) in 1969. His vision was for everyoneon the globe to be 
interconnected and accessing programs and data at any site, from anywhere,explained Margaret Lewis, product 
marketing director at AMD. “It is a vision that sounds a lot like what we are calling cloud computing” [49]. The cloud 
concept wasn’t able to take off in the 1950’s and 1960’s because oftechnological limitations. Unfortunately, computer 
hardware and internet data speeds could notsupport the amount of data users wanted to send and receive. During the 
1990’s, technologywould finally begin to improve and because of that, it began to satisfy the requirements neededto 
start bringing cloud computing to life. Cloud computing for the masses had finally arrived.Cloud storage is a 
subcategory of the very complex cloud computing idea. It is a servicemodel in which data is: maintained, managed and 
backed up remotely and made available tousers over a network (typically the Internet). FilesAnywhere.com was one of 
the first companiesto offer the cloud storage service. Their cloud storage service enabled users to store data on 
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theirservers from anywhere at any time, while also being able to retrieve the data from anywhere atany time. 
FilesAnywhere.com would be a pioneer in the cloud storage business and manycompanies would follow suit. 
 

3. INTERNET OF THINGSCOMMUNICATIONS MODELS 
From an operational perspective, it is useful to thinkabout how IoT devices connect and communicate in terms of their 
technical communication models.In March 2015, the Internet Architecture Board(IAB) released a guiding architectural 
documentfor networking of smart objects (RFC 7452) [28], whichoutlines a framework of four common communication 
modelsused by IoT devices. The discussion below presents thisframework and explains key characteristics of each 
model inthe framework. 
 
3.1DEVICES-TO-DEVICE COMMUNICATIONS 
The device-to-device communication model represents two or more devices that directly connect and communicate 
between one another, rather than through an intermediary application server. These devices communicate over many 
types of networks, including IP networks or the Internet. Often, however these devices use protocols like Bluetooth 
[29],Z-Wave[30],or ZigBee[31]to establish direct device-to-device communications, as shown in Figure 1. These 
device-to-device networks allow devices that adhere to a particular communication protocol to communicate and 
exchange messages to achieve their function. This communication model is commonly used in applications like home 
automation systems, which typically use small data packets of information to communicate between devices with 
relatively low data rate requirements. Residential IoT devices like light bulbs, light switches, thermostats, and door 
locks normally send small amounts of information to each other (e.g. a door lock status message or turn on light 
command) in a home automation scenario.This device-to-device communication approach illustrates many of the 
interoperability challenges discussed later in this paper. As an IETF Journal article describes, “these devices often have 
a direct relationship, they usually have built-in security and trust [mechanisms], but they also use device-specific data 
models that require redundant development efforts [by device manufacturers]” [32].This means that the device 
manufacturers need to invest in development efforts to implement device-specific data formats rather than open 
approaches that enable use of standard data formats. From the user’s point of view, this often means that underlying 
device-to-device communication protocols are not compatible, forcing the user to select a family of devices that employ 
a common protocol. For example, the family of devices using the Z-Wave protocol is not natively compatible with the 
ZigBee family of devices. While these incompatibilities limit user choice to devices within a particular protocol family, 
the user benefits from knowing that products within a particular family tend to communicate well. 
 

 
Figure 1Devices-To-Device Communication Model 

 
3.2DEVICES-TO-CLOUD COMMUNICATIONS 
In a device-to-cloud communication model, theIoT device connects directly to an Internet cloudservice like an 
application service provider toexchange data and control message traffic. Thisapproach frequently takes advantage of 
existingcommunications mechanisms like traditionalwired Ethernet or Wi-Fi connections to establisha connection 
between the device and the IPnetwork, which ultimately connects to the cloudservice. This is shown in Figure 2.This 
communication model is employed by somepopular consumer IoT devices like the NestLabs Learning 
Thermostat[33]and the Samsung 
SmartTV[34].In the case of the Nest LearningThermostat, the device transmits data to a clouddatabase where the data 
can be used to analyzehome energy consumption. Further, this cloudconnection enables the user to obtain remoteaccess 
to their thermostat via a smartphoneor Web interface, and it also supports softwareupdates to the thermostat. Similarly 
with theSamsung SmartTVtechnology, the televisionuses an Internet connection to transmit userviewing information to 
Samsung for analysisand to enable the interactive voice recognitionfeatures of the TV. In these cases, the deviceto-
cloud model adds value to the end user byextending the capabilities of the device beyondits native features.However, 
interoperability challenges can arisewhen attempting to integrate devices made bydifferent manufacturers. Frequently, 
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the deviceand cloud service are from the same vendor [35].Ifproprietary data protocols are used between thedevice and 
the cloud service, the device owneror user may be tied to a specific cloud service,limiting or preventing the use of 
alternativeservice providers. This is commonly referred to as“vendor lock-in’’, a term that encompasses otherfacets of 
the relationship with the provider suchas ownership of and access to the data. At thesame time, users can generally 
have confidence that devices designed for the specific platformcan be integrated. 
 

 
Figure 2Devices-To-Cloud Communication Model 

 
3.3DEVICES-TO-GATEWAY MODEL 
In the device-to-gateway model, or more typically, the device-to-application-layer gateway (ALG) model, the IoT device 
connects through an ALG service as a conduit to reach a cloud service. In simpler terms, this means that there is 
application software operating on a local gateway device, which acts as an intermediary between the device and the 
cloud service and provides security and other functionality such as data or protocol translation. The model is shown in 
Figure 3. Several forms of this model are found in consumer devices. In many cases, the local gateway device is a 
smartphone running an app to communicate with a device and relay data to a cloud service. This is often the model 
employed with popular consumer items like personal fitness trackers. These devices do not have the native ability to 
connect directly to a cloud service, so they frequently rely on smartphone app softwareto serve as an intermediary 
gateway to connectthe fitness device to the cloud.The other form of this device-to-gateway modelis the emergence of 
“hub” devices in homeautomation applications. These are devices thatserve as a local gateway between individual 
IoTdevices and a cloud service, but they can alsobridge the interoperability gap between devicesthemselves. For 
example, the SmartThings hub isa stand-alone gateway device that has Z-Waveand Zigbee transceivers installed to 
communicatewith both families of devices [36].It then connects tothe SmartThings cloud service, allowing the userto 
gain access to the devices using a smartphoneapp and an Internet connection.From a broader technical perspective, the 
IETFJournal article explains the benefit of the deviceto-gateway approach: 
In other words, this communications model is frequently used to integrate new smart devices into a legacy system with 
devices that are not natively interoperable with them. A downside of this approach is that the necessary development of 
the application-layer gateway software and system adds complexity and cost to the overall system. 
 

 
Figure 3 Device-To-Gateway Communication Model 

 
3.4 BACK-END DATA-SHARING MODEL 
The back-end data-sharing model refers to a communication architecture that enables users to export and analyze smart 
object data from a cloud service in combination with data from other sources. This architecture supports “the [user’s] 
desire for granting access to the uploaded sensor data to third parties” [37].This approach is an extension of the single 
device-to-cloud communication model, which can lead to data silos where “IoT devices upload data only to a single 
application service provider’’[38]. A back-end sharing architecture allows the data collected from single IoT device 
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data streams to be aggregated and analyzed. For example, a corporate user in charge of an office complex would be 
interested in consolidating and analyzing the energy consumption and utilities data produced by all the IoT sensors and 
Internet-enabled utility systems on the premises. Often in the single device-to-cloud model, the data each IoT sensor or 
system produces sits in a stand-alone data silo. An effective back-end data sharing architecture would allow the 
company to easily access andanalyze the data in the cloud produced by the whole spectrum of devices in the building. 
Also, this kind of architecture facilitates data portability needs. Effective back-end data-sharing architectures allow 
users to move their data when they switch between IoT services, breaking down traditional data silo barriers. The back-
end data-sharing model suggests a federated cloud services approach [39]or cloud applications programmer interfaces 
(APIs) are needed to achieve interoperability of smart device data hosted in the cloud[40].A graphical representation of 
this design is shown in Figure 4. This architecture model is an approach to achieveinteroperability among these back-
end systems. As the IETF Journal suggests, “Standard protocols can help but are not sufficient to eliminate data silos 
because common information models are needed between the vendors [41].In other words, this communication model is 
only as effective as the underlying IoT system designs. Back-end data sharing architectures cannot fully overcome 
closed system designs. 

 
Figure 4 Back-End Data-Sharing Model 

 
 

4. GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM FOR OBJECT TRACKING 
Location awareness (Object Tracking) and navigation are becoming one of the most important requirements of the 
people [42]. Personal navigation and location based services are provided by the GPS. The GPS project was developed 
in 1973 to overcome the limitations of previous navigation systems [43], integrating ideas from several predecessors, 
including a number of classified engineering design studies from the 1960s. GPS was created and realized by the U.S. 
Department of Defense (DOD) and was originally run with 24 satellites [41]. 
The Global Positioning System (GPS) technology is a satellite-based navigation system that has been use since forty 
years. It was designed for military purposes. It is being used for geology, navigation, farming, precision mapping, 
surveying, and additional applications are on stand growing [41]. 
 
 

 
Figure 5 In GPS 24 satellites around the Earth 

 
 
 GPS is a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). GNSS is a system for location or position determination – so it’s 
called as a geo positioning. Using a special receiver, a geo position in space and time can be calculated based on the 
reception of satellite signals [44]. 
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Figure 6 Object Tracking System using GPS & GSM 

 
 Now a days, also smart phone provide the built in facilities for the navigation and tracking. So there is reduction in the 
size of the GPS receivers and the integration of GPS with mobile phones. 
 
4.1OBJECT TRACKING USING GPS 
The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a space-based global navigation satellite system (GNSS) that provides reliable 
location and time information in all weather and at all times and anywhere on or near the Earth when and where there 
is an unobstructed line of sight to four or more GPS satellites. It is maintained by the United States government and is 
freely accessible by anyone with a GPS receiver. The GPS project was started in 1973 to overcome the limitations of 
previous navigation systems, integrating ideas from several predecessors, including a number of classified engineering 
design studies from the 1960s. GPS was created and realized by the U.S. Department of Defense (USDOD) and was 
originally run with 24 satellites. It became fully operational in 1994. Global system for mobile communication (GSM) 
is a globally accepted standard for digital cellular communication. GSM is the name of a standardization group 
established in 1982 to create a common European mobile telephone standard that would formulate specifications for a 
pan-European mobile cellular radio system operating at 900 MHz. 
If want to track any object using GPS then we can track through satellite and GPS Unit. Satellite is used for receive and 
transmit the data from GPS Unit. It is used at client side for connecting with satellite. It displays the Longitude and 
Latitude which is received from the satellite. We can also attach the external Hardware for more functionality of 
tracking like sending all the details of object, sending SMS to authenticated person.  
 
4.2 OBJECT TRACKING USING GPS AND GSM 
Global System for Mobile Communications or GSM (originally from GroupeSpécial Mobile), is the world's most 
popular standard for mobile telephone systems. The GSM Association estimates that 80% of the global mobile market 
uses the standard [45]. GSM is used by over 1.5 billion people [46] across more than 212 countries and territories [47]. 
This ubiquity means that subscribers can use their phones throughout the world, enabled by international roaming 
arrangements between mobile network operators. GSM differs from its predecessor technologies in that both signaling 
and speech channels are digital, and thus GSM is considered a second generation (2G) mobile phone system. The GSM 
standard has been an advantage to both consumers, who may benefit from the ability to roam and switch carriers 
without replacing phones, and also to network operators, who can choose equipment from many GSM equipment 
vendors. 
If want to track any object using GPS and GSM then it has combination of GPS network and GSM network. From the 
GPS network whatever data will be received by GPS Unit it will be transmitted to server via GSM network. After 
processing the data, it is transferred to another application (like on website or on phone). It also used in AVL 
(Automatic Vehicle Location) and GIS (Geographical Information System). 
 
4.3 OBJECT TRACKING USING RFID 
If want to track any object using RFID then it has combination of GPS network and GSM network. From the GPS 
network whatever the data will be received by GPS Unit it will be transmitted to server via GSM network. After 
processing the data, it is transferred to RFID receivers which are communicated with the other RFID receivers to send 
it in the result of RFID on GSM network. 
 

5. CLOUD STORAGE 
5.1 HOW CLOUD STORAGE WORKS 
At the simplest level, cloud storage can just be one user with access to one server. A userwould upload his data through 
a terminal and store it on a server for safe keeping. In a scenariowhere that server was to malfunction, retrieving your 
data files would be impossible task untilthat server came back online. From a customer standpoint, this system would 
be highlyineffective as it would be unreliable and consumers would reject such an unreliable product inthe marketplace. 
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For the idea of cloud storage to be a feasible business, the simplest level ofcloud storage would have to be expanded 
immensely to address the issue of reliability Cloud storage is achieved through following the concepts of redundancy 
and repetition. 
Without these concepts, cloud storage would be very difficult, if not impossible to exist.Redundancy is really the core of 
cloud storage. Cloud storage at its basic level is just backing updata enough times so that the chance of losing that data 
becomes nearly irrelevant. Havingmultiple data servers to store data decreases the chances of losing data. A single data 
server storedata is good, but ten data servers is a lot better. Data centers are known to house several, even hundreds of 
data servers. Along withmultiple data servers come multiple power supplies. Having all data servers on one power 
supplywould counteract the use of having multiple servers. If one power supply were to power all theservers in a 
network, and for some reason it went offline, all the servers on that network wouldgo down, rendering the entire 
network inaccessible. To combat this issue, servers are divided intogroups and each is given their own power supply. 
By doing so, you lessen the chance of all your equipment going offline. Having multiples of equipment solves half the 
problem of cloud storage.The other half is what to do to with all the user data.Through the use of an operating system, 
all servers are able to act as one, even thoughthey are made up of many. This is where repetition comes in to play. Each 
server is at the sametime, separate but the same. All information on each server is the same. Repetition is the keyfactor 
here. User data is copied and distributed to each server. The data servers each receive theirown copy of the data. If one 
copy is changed on a server, all copies are changed to reflect that onthe rest of the servers. Having the same 
information on each server along with redundantequipment is how cloud storage is able to function.The cloud storage 
concept is a great new technological advancement that will helpcustomers safely and reliably store their data. With 
multiple data servers and multiple copies ofinformation, companies are able to hedge their bets against the loss of data 
and server downtime.Companies will no longer need to house their own special equipment for their own data. Theycan 
outsource this process to cloud storage businesses and save money and time. 
 
5.2BENEFITS TO CLOUD STORAGE 
Cloud storage benefits are low cost, easy to access, data recovery, and flexibility.Multiple users can see these benefits, 
below is a summary of the different benefits of cloudstorage from a single user to large size company.For larger 
companies, the benefits are greater than a single user because of the costsaving in the IT department. Ms. Comsa 
interviewed Jeff Bell, director of corporate marketing atZetta, her interview consisted on reasons why an enterprise 
should consider cloud storage, thereasons Mr. Bell provided were: instant, automatic "backup", continuous security and 
protectionof your data, easy access to your data whenever and wherever you need it, scalability, and thelow cost of 
ownership [50].The first benefit mentioned by Mr. Bell is instant automatic backup. In short, it functionssimilar to the 
Apple’s iCloud service. The data is sent to the cloud for storage back up,eliminating the need to save the data in CDs, 
external hard drives, or servers.The second benefit is security and protection from theft or natural disaster [50].When 
these things happened the lost of data is one of the biggest concern for the company and itcan potentially bring a 
company to its knees. For instance, when a company loses data abouttheir customers, such as the customers address, it 
can be disastrous for the company. Thecustomers address can be use for billing and or shipping, and when a company 
does not knowwhere to ship or send bills, the company loses revenue. The company can potentially ship orderto the 
wrong address or not sent at all. This type data lost can cost to company customers, time,and money.During natural 
disaster, a company can be out of power for more than three days. 
According to article The Cost of Lost Data it is estimated that “a company that experiences acomputer outage lasting 
for more than 10 days will never fully recover financially and that 50percent of companies suffering such a predicament 
will be out of business within 5 years” [51]. This report is alarming for any company, which is why the cloud storage 
has such a great value to the company. A company can be sure that their data is safe and secure in the cloud, even when 
they are not physically housed in the same location as the business. It iseasier to recover physical property than the 
precious data.Another benefit mention by Mr. Bell is the cloud data can be easily accessed whenever orwherever the 
users are located. A personal experience on this concept was during the 2003Cedar Fires in San Diego; my company 
was not able to process payment to their customersbecause the office was closed for three days. The company needed to 
process payments to theircustomers but were unable to do so because very few employees had access to the data needed 
toprocess the payments. The company ended estimating the pay amounts, causing overpayments,time lost, and 
frustration with their customers. With the cloud storage this issue could have beenprevented, data would have been 
available to a lot more people creating better customer service.One of the greatest benefits to companies when using the 
cloud is scalability, meaning theability to expand to meet future needs. With the cloud, the company can increase user 
withoutincrease their cost for their data storage. As the company grows, users needed to store more andmore data, more 
severs are needed, more electricity needed to keep those servers cool. With thecloud, costs are reduced for maintenance 
and management of the servers and there is no need tochange or add to the infrastructure.In an interview between 
SearchStorage.com and Jeff Boles, senior analyst and director,validation services at Hopkinton, Mass.-based Taneja 
Group, Mr. Boles highlighter featurescloud storage has over our standard data storage (local file storage 
systems):SearchStorage.com: Are there features cloud storage services offer that you can't get with localfile storage 
systems? 
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Boles: I've mentioned a couple of items like this idea of data access from anywhere, which isgreat for follow-the-sun 
enterprises and such. But I think one of the biggest things you get fromcloud storage vs. local file storage is extreme 
data protection. If you look at most of theproviders out there today, you would see multiple site replications of data, 
often with at leastthree copies. Such replication is also built on top of a foundation designed for data integrity. Justthink 
about it. The issues that arise with data integrity at extreme scale are totally different thanwhat you may be capable of 
in your data center; and the things providers have done to protectthemselves against those issues may mean you can 
find your best data integrity in the cloud. Forinstance the Zetta guys like to tout the fact that they do all kinds of profile 
check summing,periodic data reading and rewriting, and more to protect against things like RAID write holes orjust 
gradually deteriorating disk media. For the customer, what you get is this multisite dataprotection with extreme data 
integrity, and all that is delivered on top of the provider being offsitefrom your facility to begin with. When you add 
that to the low pay-as-you-go cost and theease of use associated with things like extreme instantaneous scalability, deep 
data protection canmultiply the value you get from storing data in the cloud. Why? Because once you have data outin 
the cloud you can often stop worrying about backing it up or protecting it [52]. 
 
5.3 THE FUTURE OF THE CLOUD 
After reviewing the analysis done, we have concluded that cloud storage has its benefitsand is drawbacks, so what does 
that mean, what is the future for cloud storage? According to Mr.Kreisa “2011 was a year of figuring out what storage 
works best in what infrastructure, 2012 willbe the year that innovation soars within the industry[53]. Mr. Kreisa has 
threepredictions for the 2012; One: The software model will prove essential for storage; hardware willbecome 
increasingly insufficient; Two: Enterprises will provide anytime, anywhere access todata; and Three: Enterprise 
replication standards will be adopted in the cloud. For predictionnumber one he thinks that hardware will become 
impractical and that the software model forstorage will prove essential. However, he acknowledges that this may not 
always be the case buthe also added that there is a projected compound annual growth rate of 28.9 percent for 
cloudstorage from last year on to 2015, therefore hardware will lose in the end. For prediction numbertwo, he stated 
that due to customer needs to access and store data from anywhere business will be force to address the issue of maxing 
out on their current infrastructure and come up with creative solutions. For prediction number three he expects business 
to “accelerate the adoptionof data replication standards developed in the enterprise data center to the cloud” [53].Mr. 
Kreisa predictions are quantified in a statistical analysis done by Appirio, forcompanies who adopted cloud storage 
[54]. Appririo survey companies with over500 employees who had implemented some type of cloud storage 
management. Appririoreceived 155 responses from the survey by people who are directly involved or 
providingrecommendations about cloud solution decisions. One of the advantages mention previously wasreduction in 
cost, mainly for the IT side but Appririo found that cost savings are seen not only inIT but also in other areas of the 
organization. 
 

6. RESEARCH GAP 
Many authors developed Tracker device or safety devices. But these devices are too much expensive. Some were fail to 
choose good MCU. Due to wrong chosen MCU, they got some difficulties in serial communication between MCU and 
GPS module. So they were getting wrong location from GPS. Also here we are using two antennas for one for GSM 
and one for GPS. So here impedance matching between GSM/GPS module and Antenna is most important. Otherwise 
accuracy of GPS may be less. Also communication between server and device is fast and accurate. These critical cases 
we have to maintain during of make the prototype. 
 

7. APPLICATIONS 
 
Old age person or woman Safety  
Tracking our personal things  
Vehicle tracking 
 

8. CONCLUSION 
 
The goal of this paper is to implement prototype tracker device using GSM and GPS, based on Internet of Things. In 
this work, the main focus is on performance GPS accuracy. And here dummy server also part of the project so how 
frequently our data store on dummy server and how we will get location in terms of Latitude and Longitude that is 
challenging job. 
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